
Lesson 5:
Creating Chronologies

Unit 1
Grade 4



Today we are 
going to do some 

history!

There are a lot of things 
involved in doing history but 

today we will focus on 
creating chronologies.

Talk with a partner. What 
does the word chronology 

mean?





This is the most common type of timeline.

What do you notice 
about this timeline?

What do you wonder 
about this timeline?

This is called a horizontal 
timeline. You organize events by 
putting the event that occurred 
first on the left side of a line and 
the ones that happened most 
recently to the right of the first 
event. 

Resource 1



Let’s make list of important events in your life!

Resource 2



Resource 3

Timelines are very 
useful to historians and 
other people. 

One way they can be 
helpful is by showing us 
possible causes and 
effects of events. 

Work with your partner 
to identify one cause 
and one effect from this 
timeline. 



Resource 3

Can a cause of an event 
come to the right of an 
event?

Can an effect of an event 
come to the left of an 
event?



Is there something on the timeline that may have caused 
something else on the timeline?

Resource 1



Resource 1

Does an event on the left always 
cause the event on the right?

● Do you think George 
Washington’s birth 
caused his 
marriage?

Sometimes events have multiple 
causes!



Work with a partner to complete 
activities 1-3.

Let’s reflect:
1. What caused the bike accident?
2. What caused the effects of the 

bike accident?
3. What type of timeline could you 

create that would show more than 
one cause and more than one 
effect?

Resource 4



Pigeon Foot 
Timeline

Take a look at the pigeon’s toe. What does it 
look like?

A pigeon foot timeline looks just like a pigeon’s 
toe and that is how it got the name. 

A pigeon foot timeline shows how one effect can 
have several different causes and effects. 



Pigeon Foot Timeline

We are going to create 
our own pigeon foot 
timeline. 

Use the bulleted list of 
events to make your own 
pigeon foot timeline. 

Resource 5



Use the bike accident story to create 
a pigeon foot timeline. 

Resource 4

Now, by yourself!



Vertical Timeline

A vertical timeline is another type of timeline. 

What do you notice about a vertical timeline?

What do you wonder about a vertical timeline?

Vertical timelines are often used when there is 
more information to add for each event.

Did you notice there are two ways a vertical 
timeline can show information?

● What is the difference between ascending 
order and descending order?



Let’s make a vertical 
timeline!

Resource 8



Show me what you know!

Check for Understanding

Make a list of 5-6 things you did 
today. 

Try to include at least one thing 
that caused another event on 
the time to happen. This will be 
the effect. 

Create a vertical timeline that 
organizes the information 
chronologically. 



Let’s Reflect

1. One of the things that historians do and that we will be doing during history time is 
focus on WHEN things happened. 

2. Once they find out what happened, historians organize that information in chronological 
order.

3. There are many ways to organize information chronologically e.g., through horizontal 
timelines, vertical timelines, and pigeon foot timelines. 

4. By placing events in chronological order, it helps us draw inferences about what may 
have caused events to happen and what may have been some effects of what 
happened.

Resource 4


